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M
ost tissues in the body consist of a
fine architecture of cells with sub-
structural mosaics of cell clusters

and intricate yet ill-defined circuits. Cells
interact with other cells to produce precise
functioning of tissues, organs, and organ
systems. Understanding the molecular bio-
logy of individual cells within circuits in
complex environments is necessary to un-
derstand both normal physiology and also
how injury or disease causes pathology to
alter cell function.1

Furthermore, investigations into the mo-
lecular basis of cancer cell transforma-
tion, proliferation, and metastasis would
be aided by technologies capable of anal-
ysis of molecules and genetic factors in-
volved in disease progression at a single
cell level. This is particularly true for cancer
because tumors are heterogeneous and
consist of cells at different stages of trans-
formation. Studies on whole tissue pro-
vide only a statistical average of the many
events occurring in different cells. Single cell
analysis may reveal how tumorigenesis-
related signaling pathways can cause ge-
netic changes which ultimately lead to the

transformation of a healthy cell to a cancer-
ous cell.
Anatomical approaches have been em-

ployed for a century to study tissue archi-
tecture and cellular heterogeneity and have
provided insights into cell�cell interaction
and circuitry within tissues. However, these
approaches are usually employed post-
mortem, reducing our ability to study the
dynamic function of individual cells in het-
erogeneous populations. Also, much of
what we know of individual cell molecular
biology in our body is diluted by analysis of
mixed cellular populations in heteroge-
neous tissues.
Attempts to study single cell molecular

biology in heterogeneous tissue cultures
began several decades ago when patch-
clamp approaches were used to isolate
RNA from neurons to profile the gene ex-
pression of single cells2 linking genetics to
neuronal function.3 This approach provided
only a snapshot of single cell molecular
biology, because once the neuron was im-
paled by the micropipet it died. Over the
last 20 years, other approaches have been
employed to study single cell molecular
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ABSTRACT The ability to study the molecular biology of living single

cells in heterogeneous cell populations is essential for next generation

analysis of cellular circuitry and function. Here, we developed a single-cell

nanobiopsy platform based on scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM)

for continuous sampling of intracellular content from individual cells. The

nanobiopsy platform uses electrowetting within a nanopipette to extract

cellular material from living cells with minimal disruption of the cellular

milieu. We demonstrate the subcellular resolution of the nanobiopsy

platform by isolating small subpopulations of mitochondria from single living cells, and quantify mutant mitochondrial genomes in those single cells with

high throughput sequencing technology. These findings may provide the foundation for dynamic subcellular genomic analysis.
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biology, including laser capture microdissection tech-
niques.4 Again, these approaches either study cells
postmortem, which prevents analysis of dynamic
changes in the cell's genomics over time, or they do
not maintain the natural environment of a cell in
heterogeneous tissues.
Nanoscale devices are ideal single-cell surgical tools

because of their potential for high spatial and temporal
resolution studies.5�8 Recently, two groups indepen-
dently developed cellular nanoendoscopes for single
cell analysis. Singhal et al.9 attached a carbon nanotube
to the tip of a glassmicropipet and showed its potential
for interrogating cells by transporting fluids and
performing optical and electrochemical diagnostics
down to the single organelle level. Similarly, Yan et al.10

developed a nanowire waveguide attached to the tip
of an optical fiber, which can transmit visible light into
intracellular compartments of a living mammalian cell
and detect optical signals from subcellular regions. The
cylindrical shape of these nanoendoscopes allows the
probing of organelles deep inside the cell.
Integration of nanoendoscopeswith scanning probe

techniques may allow automation and high-through-
put analysis. In 2003, Osada and co-workers inserted
atomic force microscope (AFM) tips into living cells to
extract mRNAs which were then analyzed with PCR
techniques.11 More recently, Wickramasinghe's group
optimized this method by coating AFM tips with
platinum, allowing extraction of the mRNA molecules
through dielectrophoresis. Wichramasinghe's technol-
ogy has been successfully combined with standard
assay techniques to detect RNA molecules in breast
cancer cells.12,13

Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) is a
scanning probe technique that has recently gained
attention for its ability to image living cells with high
spatial14 and temporal resolution.15 SICM relies on a
glass nanopipette filled with an electrolyte solution
biased to generate an ion flow through the nano-
pipette aperture.16,17 The nanopipette is then scanned
over a surface and changes in the magnitude of the
measured ion current reflect the topography of the
sample.18,19 Nanopipette have been recently utilized
to measure the electrophysiology at small synaptic
boutons,20 to locally deliver molecules to multiple
subcellular areas,21 and to trap molecules in lipid
bilayers.22 Our group has developed nanopipettes as
a label-free sensing platform,23�28 and we recently
described an adaptation of SICM allowing the multi-
component injection of single cells in culture.29

Laforge et al.30 developed an electrochemical attosyr-
inge based on a glass nanopipette to deliver a minute
amount of liquid into a living cell via electrowett-
ing. Briefly, when a nanopipette is filled with an
organic solution and immersed into an aqueous one,
a liquid�liquid interface is formed at the nanopipette
opening. If a voltage is then applied across this

interface, a force is generated that can induce the
aqueous solution to flow into/out of the nanopipette.31

To begin to study the molecular properties of living
cells, we adapted an SICM platform that uses electro-
wetting within a nanopipette to extract minute quan-
tities of cellular material from living cells in culture with
minimal disruption and combine it with sensitive
sequencing technologies to study the genomics of
individual cells and their organelles.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Nanopipettes were integrated into a custom-built
scanning ion conductancemicroscope (SICM) (Figure 1a)
that allows automated positioning of the nanopipette
nanometers above the cell.29 To adapt the SICM as a
single-cell biopsy platform, the nanopipette was filled
with a 10mMTHATPBCl solution in DCE, and fittedwith
a silver wire coatedwithAgTBACl (see onlinemethods).
When a DCE-filled nanopipette is immersed into an
aqueous solution, a liquid�liquid interface is formed at
the nanopore lumen due to the hydrophobic nature of
DCE.32,33 The application of a voltage across this inter-
face induces a change in the DCE surface tension. This
effect, called electrowetting, causes the aqueous solu-
tion to flow in the nanopipette when a negative
voltage is applied and to flow out when the bias is
reversed (Supporting Information, Figures 2 and 3 and
Video 1). From geometrical calculations this volume
was estimated to be ∼50 fL, which corresponds to
∼1% of the volume of a cell.
While in cell culture medium, the nanopipette is

polarized with a positive bias to prevent medium from
flowing into the barrel. This bias generates an ion
current through the liquid�liquid interface which is
used as the input into a feedback loop. Custom-
designed software directs the nanopipette toward
the cell until it detects a 0.5% drop in the ionic current.
At this point the software stops the approach and
quickly lowers the nanopipette by 1 μm at a high
speed (100 μm/s) to pierce the cell membrane
(Figure 1b), inserting the nanopipette tip into the cell
cytoplasm. The nanopipette bias is then switched to
�500 mV for 5 s, which causes the controlled influx of
cell cytoplasm into the nanopipette (Figure 1b,c) fol-
lowed by a switch to 100mV, which stops the influx but
does not cause the efflux of aspirated contents. The
nanopipette is then quickly raised, and the aspirated
content is transferred into a 5 μL droplet of RNase-free
H2O by application of þ1 V for 2 min and kept at 4 �C.
Because of the small pore of the nanopipette (50 nm

in radius), its insertion into cells is minimally invasive
(Figure 2a, Supporting Information, Figure 1). This is a
major advance over previous approaches for single cell
molecular analysis, which employed micropipets that
severely damage cell membranes. As a result, the
nanopipette technology can be used to sample living
cells multiple times in the life of a cell to study
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molecular dynamics. To show the effect of the nano-
pipette on cell function is innocuous, human BJ fibro-
blast cells were loaded with the Ca2þ imaging agent
Fluo4 AM and fluorescent microscopy was used to
measure localized intracellular [Ca2þ] before, during,
and after the nanobiopsy (Figure 1d). Optical micro-
graphs confirm that the procedure is minimally inva-
sive, generating a barely detectable Ca2þ change
during nanobiopsy. The cell fully recovers within 5 s
postaspiration, reaching [Ca2þ] that matches the pre-
aspiration level. In contrast, cellular biopsy using mi-
cropipets employed for patch clamp electrophysiology
show dramatic changes in cytosolic Ca2þ concentra-
tion in the cell (Supporting Information, Figure 7).
Because the nanopipette is minimally invasive, it can
be employed for multiple samplings of cellular cyto-
plasm without overtly altering cell function. The 100-
nm diameter of the nanopipettes limits the interaction
of DCE with the cell membrane to an area of ∼0.01
μm2. This area is about 0.004% of the total surface area
of a cell in culture (assuming the surface area of cell
being equal to ∼250 μm2). The disruption to the cell
function is mainly caused by the aspiration of cellular
contents and the application of a potential through
the cell membrane. Furthermore, we performed cell
viability studies that indicated a survival rate higher

than 70% for the 50þ nanobiopsies performed in
this study.
To validate the nanobiopsy platform, small cytoplas-

mic samples were isolated from single HeLa cells
expressing GFP, and PCR was used to amplify GFP
transcripts (Figure 2a,b). The total RNA was reverse-
transcribed to generate cDNA, and real time-PCR anal-
ysis of cDNA confirmed the presence of GFP transcripts
(see Supporting Information). The real-time PCR am-
plification plots show a Cq value of 20 for the positive
control (total RNA extracted from ∼1000 HeLa-GFP
cells), 30 when the input RNA was the biopsied
content of a single cell, and 33 for the negative
control (water). The difference in Cq values from the
positive control and biopsied sample is 10, which
corresponds to a 210-fold (1024 fold) difference in
input material (Figure 2b).
Because individual cells are known to have variabil-

ity in gene expression, the reproducibility of the nano-
biopsy protocols was tested by performing aspiration
in a solution containing the lysate of∼10000 GFP HeLa
cells. Nanobiopsy (Figure 2c, blue curve) represents
the average with error bars of four nanobiopsies
performed with four different nanopipettes in a PBS
solution containing the lysate of ∼10000 GFP HeLa
cells. Postaspiration analysis via qPCR (Figure 2c)

Figure 1. Schematic of single cell nanobiopsy. (a) Illustration of automated approach to cell surface, penetration in the cell
cytosol, followed by controlled aspiration of cytoplasmic material by electrowetting, and delivery of the biopsied material
into a tube for analysis. Scheme not to scale. (b) Optical micrographs of the nanobiopsy procedure illustrating the approach,
cell membrane penetration, aspiration via electrowetting, and retraction of the nanopipette tip. Scale bars 25 μm. (c)
Chronoamperometry during nanobiopsy. A nanopipette filledwith a 10mM solution of THATPBCl penetrates a cell in culture.
Before the penetration, the nanopipette is biased at þ100 mV to prevent any aqueous solution from entering into the tip.
After cell membrane penetration, the bias is switched to �500 mV. The entry of intracellular solution in the nanopipette tip
causes the ion current to increase. (d) Calcium imaging during nanobiopsy procedure showing false color fluorescent
micrographs of human BJ fibroblast cells stained with Fluo4 AM during nanobiopsy. Red arrows indicate where the
nanopipette penetrated the cell. Scale bars 25 μm.
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confirmed the high reproducibility of the nanobiopsy
protocols. Overall, out of the 50þ nanobiopsies per-
formed in this study we obtained a success rate of 70%

for RNA aspirations, as confirmed by PCR analysis
followed by gel electrophoresis (Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure 6).

Figure 2. RNA analysis post-nanobiopsy. (a) Scheme not to scale showing nanobiopsy followed by RNA analysis and SEM
micrograph of a representative nanopipette tip. (b) Postbiopsy analysis via qPCR targeting GFP RNA fromHeLa cells showing
a positive control of total RNA from a∼1000 cells lysate (red curve, Cq = 20), a nanobiopsy taken fromwithin a single cell (blue
curve,Cq = 30) and thenegative control (black curve,Cq = 33). (c) Reproducibility of nanobiopsy protocols. qPCR targetingGFP
RNA. Positive control (red curve) consists of RNA extracted for GFP HeLa cells spiked in the cDNA synthesis mix. Nanobiopsy
(blue curve) represents the average of four nanobiopsies with four different nanopipettes performed in a PBS solution
containing the lysate of ∼10000 GFP HeLa cells following the protocol described in the manuscript. Negative control (black
curve) where no input material was used for cDNA synthesis. (d,e) Read coverage of RNA sequencing of aspirations are
displayed in theUCSCgenomebrowser.Genomicposition is displayedalong theXaxis anddepthof coverage is represented in the
Y axis. (d) Ensemble gene predictions are displayed in red, where lines represent introns and rectangles represent exons. These
genepredictions are on the reverse strand and are displayed in the 30 to 50 direction. Alternative 30 exonusage in thegene PABPC1
is seen inM3 andM7 vsM8.M8 shows coverage over the 30 region of the longer isoform,whereasM3 andM7 show coverage over
the shorter isoform. (e) ThegeneMCCC2 isdisplayed inblue in the50 to30 direction. Readcoverageextendsacross theentire length
of the gene and demonstrates the feasibility of generating full length cDNA from transcripts isolated by nanobiopsy.
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In addition to qPCR analysis, cDNA of mature mRNA
was generated, sequenced and the reads mapped to
the human reference genome (see Supporting Infor-
mation). Differential 30 untranslated region (UTR) usage
in cytoplasmic Poly-A binding protein (PABPC1) was
observed, where two aspirations show dominant ex-
pression of a noncannonical isoform, whereas the third
shows expression of the canonical isoform (Figure 2d).
We have also observed instances where coverage was
obtained over an entire transcript rather than just the
30 UTR. An example of read coverage over the full
length of methylcrotonoyl-CoA carboxylase 2 (MCCC2)
is shown in Figure 2e.34 These results demonstrate the
feasibility of generating mRNA expression from single
living cells using the nanobiopsy platform. Finally,
when enriched for the most overrepresented Gene
Ontologies, we found that two aspirations predomi-
nantly expressed machinery related to translation,
while one was enriched for processes related to meta-
bolism and morphogenesis demonstrating that nano-
biopsy can be used to analyze endogenous RNAs.
In addition to total RNA analysis of a cell, the

nanobiopsy platform can be employed to isolate and
analyze cellular organelles, specifically mitochondria.
Mitochondria are essential for energy production and
express their own genome distinct from the nuclear
genome, providing a way to establish the subcellular
resolution of the nanopipette technique.
To show that it was possible to isolate mitochondria

from a cell and study the mitochondria genome inde-
pendently of the nuclear genome, human BJ fibroblasts
were stained using MitoTracker Green (Invitrogen)
(Figure 3a, Supporting Information, Figure 8), a fluor-
escent label for mitochondria. The nanopipette was
placed above a region of the cell with an abundance of
mitochondria, and a biopsy was taken (Figure 3a right
panel). Fluorescence within the tip of the nanopipette
indicated the successful aspiration of mitochondria
(Figure 3b right panel).
Next-generation sequencing was employed to se-

quence the genomes of the biopsied mitochondria.
The mitochondrial DNA was amplified using primers
specific to themitochondrial genome. This approach is
novel and important because it allows us to selectively
sequence themitochondrial genomewithout the need
to separate the mitochondrial nucleic acids from the
more abundant nuclear DNA. The amplifiedmitochon-
drial DNA was subjected to gel electrophoresis which
revealed that all three samples show bands at
the correct length for human mitochondrial DNA
(Supporting Information, Figure 9).
The nanobiopsy relies on the voltage-controlled

aspiration of cellular material and not on adsorption
to the nanopipette side walls. No amplification is
observed if a negative voltage is not applied to
the nanopipette after insertion into the cell and
when aspiration is performed in the bulk solution

(Supporting Information, Figure 4). This is the key
element that differentiates the nanobiopsy technology
from AFM-based platforms. Both Wickramasinghe's
and Osada's groups used AFM probes to extract RNA
from cells in culture, either based on physisorption or
hybridization of complementary RNA immobilized
onto the probe.11,12 By contrast, the hollow nature of

Figure 3. Mitochondrial nanobiopsy. (a) Fluorescent micro-
graph of human BJ fibroblast cells stained with MitoTracker
Green before nanobiopsy (right panel) and after nano-
biopsy (left panel). Red circles highlight a dark spot caused
by mitochondria removal. Scale bars 15 μm. (b) (left panel)
Bright-field image of the nanopipette tip (red circle) used
formitochondria nanobiopsy in panel a. (Right panel) Nega-
tive fluorescent micrograph (black areas indicate high
fluorescence) of left panel showing fluorescence arising
from the nanopipette tip which indicates the success of
mitochondria nanobiopsy. Scale bars 15 μm. (c) Sequencing
results demonstrate variable conservation of heteroplasmic
frequencies in aspirations. Heteroplasmic variants with
estimated frequencies between 5% and 99% are displayed
as circles where the area of the circle is proportional to the
observed frequency. The nucleotide of the variant is speci-
fied by the color, where “A” is represented in red, “C” is
represented in violet, “G” is represented in blue, and “T” is
represented in green. The 14713 AfT variant shows similar
frequencies across aspirations and population; whereas the
16278 CfT variant shows a greater variance of heteroplas-
mic frequencies in aspirations. Low frequency variants were
also found in both aspirations but not in the population.
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nanopipette probes allows general fluid aspiration,
thus its application is not limited to nucleic acid.
Sequencing results from two mitochondria aspira-

tions from a single cell, as well as DNA extracted from a
population of cells revealed that the frequencies of
some heteroplasmic variants are more conserved at
the subcellular level (Figure 3c). For example, two
heteroplasmic variants (14713 AfT and 16278 CfT)
were found both in subcellular aspirations and samples
from the total (pooled) mitochondrial population.
Frequencies of the 14713 AfT variant were found to
be similar across all samples, 83%, 87%, and 79%.
However, the 16278 CfT variant showed substantial
variation in frequencies with 62%, 98%, and 38%
frequencies for the pooled versus the selected mito-
chondria, respectively. Whereas the average hetero-
plasmic frequency is observable in population-based
sequencing, only subcellular sequencing revealed het-
erogeneity of the variant within a cell. On the basis of
the genomic data of the pooledmitochondrial popula-
tion data alone, it would be impossible to know that
the frequency of the 16278 CfT variant fluctuated
more than the 14713 AfT variant, despite similar
representation in the population. The 16278 CfT
variant represents a common polymorphism occurring
in 1845 out of 16 411 mitochondrial sequences in
Genbank. Although this particular variant does not
appear to have any disease function, mitochondrial
DNA mutations have been implicated in tumorigen-
esis. Tracking the emergency of somatic variants could
help elucidate mechanisms by which cancers escape
cell death and increase proliferation
In addition to the differences in heteroplasmic fre-

quencies among subcellular aspirations, we were also
able to detect a number of variants that were >5% of
sequencing reads. We were able to detect five variants
between 5 and 15% in Aspiration 2 and four variants in
Aspiration 1 (p-value <0.005 in both cases). These
very rare variants were not detectable in the total

mitochondrial population sample and may represent
variants within individual mitochondrial genomes.
These results show that by a combination of the
nanopipettewith a novelmitochondrial directed geno-
mic technology, small subpopulations of mitochondria
genomes in single cells can be sequenced.

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a minimally invasive nanosurgi-
cal technology to interrogate living cells. Minute
amounts of total RNA and mitochondrial DNA were
taken out of a single cell and nucleic acids were
analyzed using next generation genomic sequencing
techniques. Current methods for single-cell manipula-
tion often can detect only one class of analytes. For
example, it is possible to isolate total cellular RNA to
conduct mRNA profiling in single cells. In contrast, the
nanobiopsy platform has subcellular resolution and
can be used to isolate small subpopulations of mito-
chondria from single living cells, and quantify mutant
mitochondrial genomes in those single cells with high
throughput DNA/RNA sequencing technology. As a
consequence, mitochondrial mutation rates can be
assessed in single cells, a key step in interrogating
why and how cellular degenerative mutations gradu-
ally build up over time to cause cellular dysfunction
and death. The use of nanopipettes to aspirate just a
few copies of mitochondrial DNA from a living cell
might provide the basis for less invasive and more
accurate monitoring of disease progression, or lay
the foundation for developing new classes of drugs
to attenuate neurodegeneration or to treat diseases
as diverse as Parkinson's Disease, and Alzheimer's
Disease. The nanopipettes can be used as a platform
in cancer research and clinical management, eluci-
dating the role of heterogeneity in primary tumor
tissues and systemically identifying critical para-
meters in disease progression and potential meta-
static states.35�38

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Electrowetting in Nanopipettes. Nanopipettes were fabricated

from quartz capillaries (Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA) using
a P-2000 laser puller (Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA). Mean
diameter = (106 ( 16) nm (Supporting Information, Figure 1).
Quartz nanopipettes were filled with a solution of 1,2-dichlor-
ethane (DCE) containing 10 mM tetrahexylammonium tetrakis-
(4-chlorophenyl)borate (THATPBCl). A silver wire coated with
silver tetrakis(4-chlorophenyl)borate (AgTBACl) was then in-
serted into the barrel of the nanopipette, while a Ag/AgCl wire
was immersed in the bath solution acting as a reference/
counter electrode.

SICM setup. The scanning ion conductance microscope (SICM)
consists of a Axopatch 200B low-noise amplifier (Molecular
Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) for nanopipette bias and currentmeasure-
ment, aMP-285micromanipulator (Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA)
for coarse control in the X, Y, and Z directions, a Nanocube piezo
actuator (Physik Instrumente, Irvine, CA) for fine control in the X, Y,
and Zdirections, and a PCIe-7851R Field ProgrammableGateArray

(FPGA) (National Instruments) for hardware control of the system.
The system is operated using custom coded software written in
LabVIEW.8

Cell Culture. BJ Human Fibroblasts were purchased from
Stemgent and cultured in Stromal Cell Basal Medium (SCBM)
(Lonza, Alpharetta, GA) with supplements (Lonza, Alpharetta,
GA) with no phenol-red. HeLa cells (Cell Biolabs, San Diego, CA)
expressing Green Fluorescent Protein were cultured in 70%
DMEM medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum,
0.1 mM essential amino acids, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 1% Pen-
Strep as suggested from the supplier. All cells were cultured in
5% CO2 at 37 �C. Cells were plated on both ungridded and
gridded plates (ibidi, μ-Dish35 mm, highGrid-500 uncoated,
sterile) coated with 1% gelatin. Cells were plated at about
5 � 104 cells per dish.

cDNA Synthesize and qPCR. cDNA was synthesized from total
RNA nanobiopsied from cells using iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit
(BioRad, Hercules, CA) following manufacturer recommenda-
tions. Quantitative PCR (qPCR) was used to confirm the success
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of the nanobiopsy protocols using Clontech's Advantage qPCR
Premix SYBR Green I Master Mix (Clontech, Mountain View, CA)
following manufacturer recommendations. PCR primers: HeLa-
GFP, Reverse primer: GCGCCGAGGTGAAGTTCGAGG, Forward
Primer: GCCGTCGCCGATGGGGGTGTT were used to amplify the
aspirated mitochondrial DNA to amplify 3968 base pairs visua-
lized by gel electrophoresis.

cDNA Synthesis and RNA Sequencing. Aspirated RNA samples
were processed to cDNA using the Ovation RNA-Seq system
(NuGEN Technologies, San Carlos, CA). The cDNA was prepared
for individual aspiration for library preparation. The quality and
quantity of single-cell cDNA were evaluated using the Agilent
Bioanalyzer 2100DNAHigh Sensitivity chip (Agilent, Palo Alto, CA).

For paired-end whole transcriptome library preparation, ca.
0.5�1.0 μg cDNA of each sample was sheared to a size ranging
between 200 and 300 bp using the Covaris-S2 sonicator
(Covaris, Woburn, MA) according to the manufacturer's recom-
mended protocols. Fragmented cDNA samples were used for
the preparation of RNA-Seq libraries using TruSeq v1Multiplex
sample preparation kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA). Briefly, cDNA
fragments were end repaired, dA-tailed, and ligated to multi-
plex adapters according to manufacturer's instructions. After
ligation, DNA fragments smaller than 150 bp were removed
with AmPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter Genomics, Danvers,
MA). The purified adapter-ligated products were enriched using
polymerase chain reaction (14 cycles). The final amplified
libraries were resolved on 2.0% agarose gel and size-selected
in the range of 350�380 bp using the Caliper XT system
(PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA). The final RNA-Seq libraries were
quantitated using the Agilent bioanalyzer 2100 and pooled
together in equal concentration for sequencing. The pooled
multiplexed libraries were sequenced and generated 2 �
150 bp paired-end reads on MiSeq (Illumina, San Diego, CA).

Mitochondrial DNA Amplification and Sequencing. Aspirated mito-
chondrial DNA was amplified by long and accurate PCR using a
pair of primers; forward TCA TTT TTA TTG CCA CAACTA ACC TCC
TCG GAC TC and reverse CGT GAT GTC TTA TTT AAG GGG AAC
GTG TGG GCT AT to generate a∼8K bp fragment. The aspirated
mitochondrial genomes were amplified using long and accu-
rate polymerase chain reaction (LA-PCR) LA PCR Kit ver. 2.1
(Takara Bio). The mitochondrial genome amplification was
carried out in a 25 μL reaction mixture containing aspirated
template DNA, 2.5 μL of 10X Epicenter's boost, 2.5 μL of 10X LA
PCR buffer II (Mg2þ plus), 4.0 μL of dNTP (2.5 mM), 1.25 μL of
each primer (10 μM), 0.125 μL of LA Taq DNA Polymerase, and
11.4 μL of sterile distilled water. Thermocycler conditions were
95 �C for 2 min, followed by 30 cycles, each consisting of 94 �C
for 15 s then 68 �C for 8min, and a final extension at 68 �C for 13
min. The mitochondrial amplicons were sheared by Covaris S2
systems resulting in 300�400 bp fragments thatwere subjected
to automated Illumina multiplex paired end library preparation
on robot. A unique index sequence was used for each mito-
chondrial sampleand sequenced ina single IlluminaHiSeq2000 lane.

Bioinformatics Methods. Short reads from mitochondrial experi-
ments were preprocessed to trim sequencing adapters from the 30

ends of reads. Mitochondrial reads were aligned to the revised
Cambridge Mitochondrial Reference Sequence using a nonspliced
aligner. Heteroplasmic variants between 5% and 99% were re-
ported. Short reads from RNA-sequencing experiments were pre-
processed to trim sequencing adapters from the 30 ends of reads.
Ten bases from the 50 end of RNA-seq reads were processed to
remove biases introduced during second strand synthesis of cDNA.
RNA-seq reads were aligned to the hg19 UCSC human reference
genome34 and to UCSC known genes using a spliced alignment
tool. Genes were considered expressed if at least one readmapped
uniquely to an annotated transcript. Geneset enrichment analysis
was performed on detected genes and overrepresented Gene
Ontologies were reported. Detailed bioinformatics methodology is
available in theMethodology sectionof theSupporting Information.
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